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T R , transference number of ion constituent R. T' R , dT RldC. i, current density. F, 96,500 coulombs. Figure 2 for lithium chloride and sodium chloride, the data being taken from [Vol.6 International Critical Tables. If the transference number should happen to go through a maximum or a minimum value between the concentrations C x and C 2 on opposite sides of the junction, the motion becomes more complicated. For example, in Figure 4 at the left-hand limit of the junction where the concentration is C u f (C) is positive and the motion will be in the direction of the current, while at the right-hand limit where the concentration is C 2 and/ (Q is negative the motion will be opposite to the direction of the current, thus, with the current flowing from The transference cell is shown in Figure 5 This was found to be correct experimentally.
From equation (4) and the data given in Table 1 ATLi --T°r} -T°Tj = 0.1 07 X 0.0992 X 1 0~3 X 91 9 = 0.00976 u Soc, 42, p. 1117; 1920. reverse direction was measured only roughly from the time and readings of a milliammeter, the agreement was equally satisfactory.
The data for the test with sodium chloride are given in Table 2 . In each case with sodium chloride the junction moved in the predicted direction, against the current, reversed with reversal of current and afforded values of A T Na in substantial agreement with the gravimetric values at 18°. The experiments with potassium chloride can be divided into two groups. The first group, given in Table 3 Washington, March, 26, 1931. 
